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Along with the maturity and development of wireless communication technology, 
the security issue of wireless communication system has become a bottleneck 
restricting its future growth. Although the existing upper-layer security mechanisms 
are essential to secure wireless networks, these techniques do not directly leverage the 
security threats at physical layer such as Primary User Emulation (PUE) attack in 
Cognitive Radio Network. Therefore, in this thesis we introduce the concept of 
transmitter fingerprint identification considering the security issue at physical layer of 
communication system, making full use of the difference on hardware to extract its 
individual fingerprint characteristics and identify it is legal or illegal user.  
Clock jitter can be reflected by its deviation from the ideal symbol rate in 
frequency domain and has the virtue of uniqueness and stability, so we introduce the 
concept of clock fingerprints into the wireless equipment identification. For WLAN 
cards and software-defined radio (SDR) devices, we analyze its mechanism by which 
the clock fingerprint comes respectively and gives the corresponding signal 
acquisition system and feature extraction algorithm. The clock spectrum of WLAN 
signal can be regarded as the frequency response through the transmission channel, 
thus by means of frequency-domain modeling we can extract its clock fingerprints 
and the recognition results show that support vector machine (SVM) method is more 
applicable for WLAN card recognition and the identification rate for WLAN cards of 
different brands can reach 77.6%. The traditional local-maximum judgment based 
line-spectrum extraction algorithm will directly affect the accuracy of the extraction 
results, this thesis puts forward a two-step classification based variable interval 
line-spectrum extraction algorithm, it can be applied to clock fingerprints extraction 
of SDR devices, the recognition results indicate that the recognition rate of the 
proposed algorithm can reach 85% and its performance is better than the fix-interval 
line-spectrum extraction algorithm. Meanwhile the self-organizing feature mapping 
(SOM) method is more suitable for identification of SDR devices and its 















Considering the channel factor in wireless communication system, this thesis 
introduce the environment fingerprints of wireless communication system, by means 
of power spectral estimation and wavelet decomposition statistics analysis, the 
preliminary experiment results show that the fingerprint characteristics of different 
channels appear the discrepancy even for the same equipment, proved the existence of 
its fingerprints and the effectiveness of the proposed method to identify the 
time-invariant channel.  
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